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The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) has requested that EA Engineering, Science, and
Technology, Inc. (EA) evaluate the existing trash rake at the hydroelectric project at Main Street Dam on
the Blackstone River for use in cleaning the replacement trash racks which are required for downstream
fish passage. This evaluation is based on an inspection of the trash rake on 12 March 2009 and
discussions with Pawtucket Hydro Power, LLC about debris loading conditions and concerns. In
addition, the evaluation reflects input from Siemens Water Technologies Corporation, Hydrothane
Systems, and Atlas Polar Company Ltd. Relative to trash rakes and trash racks.
EA’s evaluation of the existing trash rake is presented below. Supporting data are provided in the
following attachments:
Attachment 1
Attachment 2
Attachment 3
Attachment 4
Attachment 5
Attachment 6
Attachment 7

12 March 2009 Trash Rake Inspection
Envirex Trash Rake Drawings
13 March 2009 Notes of Meeting with Hydrothane Systems
Communications Records
Siemens Grab Rake Product Data
Atlas Polar Quotation
Atlas Polar Telescoping Boom Rake Product Data

Existing Trash Rake
The existing trash rake is a conventional style, heavy duty, traversing type trash rake originally
manufactured by Envirex (a Rexnord Company). Siemens Water Technologies currently owns the
Envirex trash rake products.
The existing trash rake was inspected on 12 March 2009 and found to be in good repair and mechanically
acceptable for removing debris from the 2 in. clear opening, steel trash racks. Notes of the inspection are
provided in Attachment 1. Drawings of the trash rake, which are in the Operating and Maintenance
Manual that was provided by Charlie Rosenfield (Pawtucket Hydropower LLC), are presented in
Attachment 2.
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Conventional style rakes ride down the trash rack bars with the raking assembly open (teeth parallel to the
rack bar). At the bottom of trash rack, the rake assemble is closed to engage the rake teeth between the
rack bars approximately ½ in. to ¾ in. The existing rake teeth are spaced at 2 3/8 inches on-center and
the wheel spacing on the raking assemble is approximately 7 ft - 9 in.

Replacement Trash Racks
The existing trash racks at Main Street Dam for Pawtucket Hydropower Project will be replaced with bar
racks having 1-in. clear spacing during the downstream migration period and 2-in. clear spacing during
the remainder of the year. Turbine flow would have to be limited to 900 cfs (450 cfs per unit) during
juvenile downstream migration to maintain a maximum approach velocity of 2 ft/sec at the replacement
trash racks.
The replacement trash racks will be fabricated from a plastic material similar to Hydrothanes HDPE
racks. The racks will have three (3) panels with bars at 1-in. clear spacing and three (3) panels with bars
at 2-in. clear spacing. Each replacement trash rack panel will be approximately 11 ft – 8 in. wide by 28 ft
high. The limited overhead clearance in the building requires the full-depth panels to be stored in the
forebay upstream of the abandoned intake openings. A monorail system attached to the existing roof
beams will be used to install the panels for the different fish migration periods.
The replacement trash panels will be held in place by vertical steel guides extending from the bottom of
the forebay up to the operating deck. The bottom of the panels will be inserted into a bottom channel
connected to the existing steel trash rack bottom guide. The top of the panels will have a steel locking
device that will extend over the tie rods located between the HDPE bars and bolted to the steel wear plate
on the face of the concrete over the intake opening.
The replacement trash rack panels will be lifted using the tie rod/spacers between the HDPE bars. A steel
support beam system will be installed on the bottom of the forebay upstream of the operating deck in
front of the two existing bays that have been abandoned and have concrete plugs. Replacement trash rack
panels that are being stored will sit on the support system and dogged to the operating deck.
EA met with Matt Brown from Hydrothane Systems on 13 March 2009 to discuss types of trash rakes that
have been used on the high density polyethylene (HDPE) trash racks. Detailed notes of meeting are
provided in Attachment 3.
Both conventional rakes and telescoping arm rakes have been used to clean the HDPE racks. With the
HDPE racks, a wiper system is generally used on the rake instead of teeth. The wiper system can be
adapted to any type of rake. However, as of the date of this memorandum, Hydrothane has not provided
requested installation list and contact information for recent projects with HDPE racks and trash rakes.
The primary concern with the HDPE racks is the load on the rack bars applied by the raking assembly.
The load includes both the dead load of the rake and the pressure applied when cleaning. Vertical steel
bars can be used to support conventional rake wheels and eliminate deflection of the plastic bars.
Horizontal steel support beams can span the intake openings to minimize deflection of the plastic bars.

Conventional Trash Rake Design for Replacement Trash Racks
Siemens was contacted to discuss modifications to the existing trash rake for cleaning the replacement
trash racks. Telephone notes and emails communications are provided in Attachment 4. Siemens does
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not recommend use of a conventional, non-guided trash rake, either modification of the existing rake or
new rake, with a bar spacing of less than 2 in. Siemens does not have any installations with non-guided
traversing rakes on non-metallic racks.
To accommodate a conventional rake, the replacement racks would have to have steel bars to guide the
rake wheels. The replacement trash panels would have to steel bars spaced at approximately 9 ft – 9 in. to
accommodate the existing rake assembly. The additional weight of the rack panels resulting from these
vertical steel bars may required a new hoisting supporting system rather than use of the existing roof
beam.
The existing rake teeth would also have to be modified to incorporate a scraper system to allow cleaning
of both the 1 in. and 2 in. spaced bars. The ability of this scraper system with cleaning heavy debris in the
ascending direction with a conventional rake is not known.

Alternative Trash Rakes for Replacement Trash Racks
Siemens recommends an Automatic Grab Rake System to clean the replacement trash racks. The grab
rake cleans a trash racks in the descending motion. Siemens believes this rake could be equipped with a
scrapper to allow use with any bar rack spacing. Product data provided by Siemens for the grab rake is
provided in Attachment 5. The installed cost of a Siemens’ grab rake at Main Street Dam would be
$225,000 to $250,000.
Atlas Polar has submitted a quotation (Attachment 6) to Pawtucket Hydropower LLC for a telescoping
arm trash rake. Product data from Atlas Polar’s web site www.atlaspolar.com is provided in Attachment
7. The installed cost for the Atlas Polar rake would be about $180,000 including $154,000 for the rake
installation and $26,000 for cranes, handrails removal, and electrical installation.

Conclusions
The existing conventional traversing trash rake is not well suited for cleaning of the replacement trash
racks. Significant modifications to the raking assembly would be required to clean the plastic
replacement trash racks. The ability of the modified conventional rake to clean the racks would not be
known until actually operated in heavy debris conditions.
Other types of trash rakes, including the Siemens Grab Rake and the Atlas Polar telescoping boom
Hydrorake are available and should be considered for cleaning the replacement trash racks.
TC/eh
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Existing Trash Rake Inspection/Forebay Sediment Sampling
Main Street Dam Downstream Fish Passage Replacement Trash Racks
Meeting Held at Pawtucket Hydropower Plant
Blackstone River Fish Passage Restoration Project
NRCS Contract AG-1535-C-06-01, Task Order AG-1535-D-09-0002
Inspection Notes
12 March 2009 10:00 AM
Present:

Charlie Rosenfield [CR], Pawtucket Hydropower
Meghan Walter [MW], NRCS
Andy Lipsky [AL], NRCS
Matt Richardson [MR], EA
Lee Becker [LB], EA
Tom Cook [TC], EA

Other distribution: Sam Whitin [SW], EA
Curt Mason [CM), EA
Purpose: The purpose of the meeting was to:
1)

Obtain a sample of the sediment in the hydroplant intake. The Rhode Island
Department of Environmental Management permit application has to address
disposal.

2)

Inspect the existing trash rake to assess its condition and determine if it can be
used for cleaning the replacement trash racks required for the downstream fish
passage bypass system.

Discussion: TC presented a brief overview of the concept that is being proposed to lift, position,
clean, and store the replacement trash racks that will be necessary for excluding downstream
migrants from the intake and allow them to seek the bypass sluice entrance. At the time of the
sampling and inspection, both hydro turbine units were operating.
A summary of the discussions by topic is presented below. Pictures showing the existing trash
rake are attached to the end of these notes.
Sediment Sampling
MR obtained 3 samples of the sediment in the forebay adjacent to the trash racks. The samples
were taken approximately 5 ft upstream from the operating deck and 5 ft, 12 ft, and 17 ft from
the end of the existing trash rack. All three samples were combined into one composite sample
for laboratory analysis.
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At the time of the sampling, approximately 11:00 AM, the water depth was 8.75 ft below the
operating deck level. The depth of sediment below the operating deck was as follows:
Distance for Trash Rack
5 ft
12 ft
17 ft

Depth below Operating Deck
22.5 ft
20.5 ft
17.3 ft

Trash Rake
TC/LB inspected the existing trash rake to determine if the existing rake could be used to clean
the replacement trash racks. No damaged or deteriorated components were observed beyond
normal wear for this type of equipment. No stress cracks or failed welds were observed in the
existing support frame steel. No wear on the rake assembly or support carriage wheels were
evident. Some of the rake assembly steel components and steel hoisting cables appeared to have
been recently replaced. CR stated that the bearings on the wheels have been replaced.
CR operated the rake. The rake assembly moved down and up the rack without any obvious
problems. The rake teeth appeared to engage the rack bars as designed. CR stated that the
existing rake mechanically works and is effective in cleaning the existing 2 3/8-in. spaced bars.
TC asked CR if he had the original Envirex Contract Number, O&M manual, maintenance
records, or problem reports in his files. Charlie provided the O&M manual for the rake for EA’s
use. The Contract No. is H 604618. CR does not have any maintenance records or problem
reports. TC will return the O&M manual to CR in a couple of weeks.
TC will be contacting Siemens (current owner of the original Envirex Company) to discuss
issues with using this conventional rake with 1-in. bar rack panels and plastic racks, potential
modifications which may be necessary to retrofit the existing rake for cleaning the replacement
racks. TC will be meeting with Hydrothane on 13 March 2009 in Hingham, MA, to obtain input
about the existing rake and other types of rakes on plastic racks. AL asked CR if he would like
to attend, but CR has another commitment.
CR expressed concern that the existing rake unit (trolley, win., and rake teeth) would not be
adequate for cleaning the new 1-in. racks. The current rake does not effectively remove large
leaf accumulations on the 2-in. bars, and he does not believe that the existing conventional rake
can be modified to effectively clean bars with 1-in. spacing. CR thinks that a telescoping arm
rake would be more appropriate, and he will forward a quotation for a new Atlas Polar rake to
EA for consideration.
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Intake Tunnel Stoplogs Guides
CR stated that last fall he had divers inspect the forebay and intake tunnel. The divers found
almost 10 ft of sediment in the forebay adjacent to the existing trash rack. The divers inspected
the entire length of tunnel and found the steel guides the stoplogs at the tunnel inlet to be
severely deteriorated. The divers believe that these guides could be removed in the “wet” and
new beams floated up to the inlet and installed to allow dewatering of the tunnel, forebay, and
intake for installation of the replacement trash racks and downstream sluice. TC indicated that
another option would be to install a sandbag cofferdam upstream of the Main Street Bridge using
a truck-mounted crane operating from the bridge. CR thought that the cofferdam option would
not be as cost-effective as the diver and stoplog option.
EA Representative: Tom Cook

Signature:
Date:

18 March 2009
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ATTACHMENT 2
ENVIREX TRASH RAKE DRAWINGS
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NOTES OF MEETING WITH HYDROTHANE SYSTEMS
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Hydrothane Systems HDPE (Plastic) Trash Racks
Main Street Dam Downstream Fish Passage Replacement Trash Racks
Meeting Held at Hydrothane Systems Offices, Hingham, MA
Blackstone River Fish Passage Restoration Project
NRCS Contract AG-1535-C-06-01, Task Order AG-1535-D-09-0002
Meeting Notes
13 March 2009 10:00 AM
Present:

Matt Brown [MB], Hydrothane
Tom Cook [TC], EA

Other distribution:

Charlie Rosenfield [CR], Pawtucket Hydropower, LLC
Meghan Walter [MW], NRCS
Andy Lipsky [AL], NRCS
Lee Becker [LB], EA
Sam Whitin [SW], EA
Curt Mason [CM), EA

Purpose: The purpose of the meeting was to discuss design requirements for installation and cleaning of
the replacement trash racks for the Pawtucket Hydropower Project at Main Street Dam on the Blackstone
River
Discussion: TC presented a brief overview of the concept that is being proposed to lift, position, clean,
and store the replacement trash racks that will be necessary for excluding downstream migrants from the
intake and allow them to seek the bypass sluice entrance. A summary of the discussions by topic is
presented below.
Replacement Trash Rack Panels
The downstream fish passage system at Main Street Dam for Pawtucket Hydropower Project will have a
surface bypass at the existing powerhouse trash racks. A 3 ft wide bypass will be installed through the
building stone foundation wall and a sluice installed to convey fish back to the river downstream of the
rock ledge on the river bank adjacent to the intake building. The existing trash racks will be replaced
with bar racks having 1-in. clear spacing during the downstream migration period and 2-in. clear spacing
during the remainder of the year. During juvenile downstream migration, turbine flow would have to be
limited to 900 cfs (450 cfs per unit) to maintain a maximum approach velocity of 2 ft/sec at the
replacement trash racks.
The replacement trash racks will be fabricated from a plastic material similar to Hydrothanes HDPE
racks. The racks will have three (3) panels with bars at 1-in. clear spacing and three (3) panels with bars at
2-in. clear spacing. Each replacement trash rack panel will be approximately 11 ft – 8 in. wide by 28 ft
high. The rack material and panel sizes are necessary to limit the size of the hoisting system for installing
and removing the rack panels. Because of the limited overhead clearance in the building, the full-depth
panels would be stored in the forebay upstream of the abandoned intake openings. A monorail system
attached to the existing roof beams will be used to install the panels for the different fish migration
periods.
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The replacement trash panels will be held in place by vertical steel guides extending from the bottom of
the forebay up to the operating deck. The bottom of the panels will be inserted into a bottom channel
connected to the existing steel trash rack bottom guide. The top of the panels will have a steel locking
device that will extend over the tie rods located between the HDPE bars and bolted to the steel wear plate
on the face of the concrete over the intake opening.
The replacement trash rack panels will be lifted using the tie rod/spacers between the HDPE bars. A steel
support beam system will be installed on the bottom of the forebay upstream of the operating deck in
front of the two existing bays that have been abandoned and have concrete plugs. Replacement trash rack
panels that are being stored will sit on the support system and dogged to the operating deck.
Hydrothane Trash Racks
Hydrothane Systems manufacturers a high density polyethylene (HDPE) trash rack for application at
hydroelectric projects and other water intakes. The HDPE trash racks are more resistant to corrosion and
have a geometry that provides less headloss than steel trash racks. Attachment A provides some of the
product data that was downloaded from Hydrothane’s web site www.hydrothane.com.
Hydrothane believes that the HDPE trash racks with 1 in. and 2 in. clear spacing can be used for the
replacement trash racks at Pawtucket Hydropower Project. Three design issues that have to be addressed
are:
•

Horizontal Supports - The replacement trash rack panel have two levels of horizontal supports to
minimize deflections. The size and spacing of these supports should be sized to prevent
deformation of the HDPE bars with the expected forces resulting from debris accumulation
(headloss) and trash raking operations.

•

Trash Rack Panel Locking System - The locking system to be used at the top of the removable
trash rack panels has to be designed for the expected forces during raking operations. The
locking system should be designed for the rake overload protection forces.

•

Trash Rack Panel Lifting System - The replacement trash rack panels will be lifted using the tie
rods between the bars at the top of the panels. MB recommended a two strap lifting system. A
spreader lifting bar should be used if the lifting straps do not clear the bars or if more than two
lifting points are necessary.

Hydrothane will provide tensile strength, allowable shear stress, and allowable bending stress for the bars
and tie rods to EA to complete design.
Trash Rake Options
Hydrothane has installed trash racks at projects with conventional trash rakes and newer telescoping arm
trash rakes have been used to clean the HDPE trash racks. Recent projects with Atlas Polar, Inc.
telescoping arm rakes are located in Athol, MA, Holyoke, MA, and Proctor, VT (Vermont Marble).
Some applications have used a plastic wiper blade without any tooth penetration.
TC requested an installation list and contact information for plants where
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•

HDPE trash racks with 1 in. and 2 in. clear bar spacing have been installed;

•

conventional trash rakes have be used on HDPE racks; and,

•

other types of trash rakes, including telescoping arm rakes, have been used on HDPE racks.

MB will assemble available installation list and contact information and email to EA.
The major concern that exists for all types are trash rakes is the pressure exerted on the rack bars by the
raking mechanism. The weight of conventional rakes with the wheels riding on the bars can deform the
bars if they are not properly supported. A similar concern is the pressure exerted on the bars when the
conventional and telescoping arm rake teeth are engaged into the rack. These forces have to be assessed
and the support system for the HDPE trash racks properly designed to prevent damage to the trash racks
panels.
Action Items
TC and EA will:
•

Verify that the horizontal supports are sized and spaced to prevent deformation of the HDPE bars.

•

Design trash rack panel locking system for the rake overload protection limit forces.

•

Design trash rack panel lifting system to distribute load to tie rods.

MB will:
•

Provide installation list and contact information for projects where HDPE trash racks have been
installed with 1 in. and 2 in. bar spacing, and where conventional and telescoping arm trash rakes
have been used to clean the racks.

•

Provide structural design parameters for the HDPE trash racks including tensile strength,
allowable shear stress, and allowable bending stress.

EA Representative: Tom Cook

Signature:
Date:

23 March 2009
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ATTACHMENT 4
COMMUNICATIONS RECORDS
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SIEMENS GRAB RAKE PRODUCT DATA
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ATLAS POLAR QUOTATION

ATTACHMENT 7
ATLAS POLAR TELESCOPING BOOM RAKE
PRODUCT DATA

